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NT Health upgrade to latest Miya Precision platform






Northern Territory Health have signed an agreement to upgrade from earlier version of Miya
to current Miya Precision platform, continuing a 13-year partnership with Alcidion
Total Contract Value (TCV) of $5.0M over 5 years
Contract covers the Flow, Access and Command modules of Miya Precision
Potential to add further Miya Precision modules over time
Miya Precision will support NT Health’s patient flow and bed management between major
hospitals and satellites

Melbourne, Victoria: Alcidion Group Limited (ASX:ALC) today advises that Northern Territory Health
(NT Health) have signed an agreement to upgrade from an earlier version of Miya to the current Miya
Precision platform.
NT Health has been a key partner of Alcidion since 2009, being one of the earliest users of the original
Miya platform. This agreement will see NT Health deploy the latest Miya Precision solution utilising core
modules Miya Flow, Access and Command with the ability to add further modules over time across their
entire network.
The contract is valued at $5.0M over five years, with a two-year extension option.
The upgraded solution will support NT Health’s management of patient flow and bed management
between major hospitals and satellites across the Northern Territory. This will be facilitated by
deployment of flexible electronic journey boards, integrated bed management, hospital operations
command centre capability and dedicated emergency department functionality using the Fast
Healthcare Interoperability (FHIR) event-based Miya Precision Platform.
Kate Quirke, Group Managing Director of Alcidion said: “We look forward to extending this partnership
and further enhancing NT Health’s capabilities to provide high quality health care to Territorians, while
supporting clinicians with the tools they need to provide safe and efficient care. This deployment of
Miya Precision is unique considering the geographically dispersed population supported by NT Health”.
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About Alcidion
Alcidion Group Limited (Alcidion) has a simple purpose, that is, to transform healthcare with proactive,
smart, intuitive technology solutions that improve the efficiency and quality of patient care in
healthcare organisations, worldwide.
Alcidion offers a complementary set of software products and technical services that create a unique
offering in the global healthcare market. Based on the flagship product, Miya Precision, the solutions
aggregate meaningful information to centralised dashboards, support interoperability, facilitate
communication and task management in clinical and operational settings and deliver Clinical Decision
Support at the point of care; all in support of Alcidion’s mission to improve patient outcomes.
Since listing on the ASX in 2011, Alcidion has acquired multiple healthcare IT companies and expanded
its foothold in the UK, Australia, and New Zealand to now service over 300 hospitals and 60 healthcare
organisations, with further geographical expansion planned.
With over 20 years of healthcare experience, Alcidion brings together the very best in technology and
market knowledge to deliver solutions that make healthcare better for everyone.
www.alcidion.com
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